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The story of the land of Eden and the hero of the fairy tale Eden, the Land of the Gods Determines
the fate of the humans. The basis for building a society. The land of Eden is protected by a wall of
storm clouds on the far side of the forbidden ocean. Gathering the memories of the Old Ones The
children of Old Eden, the children of the Gods, believed to have died out in the distant past, are the
first generation to be born after the division of the inhabitants of Eden. Fight against the evil spirit
that dwells in the Dark Domain The evil spirit called “The Dark Lord” has been controlling the Dark
Domain for a long time. As the older people tell the stories of “The Elden Times”, the children of Old
Eden gather the memories of the Old Ones and learn of the mysteries of the Lands Between. * A
battle is the core of the game, and the monsters you defeat have various battle skills. • Battle Skills
The battle skills you learn as your battle experience rises will improve your attack power and
defense. - Attack Skills are attacks that are strong against certain kinds of enemies. - Defense Skills
are skills that can be used to increase your defense. • Techniques A technique is an action that is
used in real time for a limited time. - Increase/Decrease Techniques In terms of enhancing your
battle abilities, the technique can be increased or decreased, allowing the fight to be adapted to the
situation. - Increase Techniques can make the monsters you fight more terrible. - Decrease
Techniques make the monsters you fight less scary. - Special Techniques are the fight skills that
cannot be combined with other techniques. - Magic In this game, magic that has been lost for
hundreds of years is “The Elden Power”. - Magic is a combat skill that is a fighting skill that reduces
the defense and increases the attack power of the caster. • Skills to Increase your Magic Power - Feel
the Magic Power of The Elden Power There is a final technique that will allow you to absorb the
power of the Elden Power. - It is not known whether it has an effect on the damage the attack will
deal to the enemy. - The effects of the final technique will be disclosed in the future. - When you
raise the power of your magic, you obtain
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Elden Ring Features Key:
A True Fantasy Action RPG When brandishing the magic of the Elden Ring, with your beloved
character supporting you, you will forge a path in the way of destiny.
A Land Full of Content Players will be able to enjoy an expansive, immersive world.
Procedural Generation of Content to Support Additional Future Dreams We have utilized the
Structure Mesh Packer technology to create a world which allows you to experience a sense of
ownership, where even objects gradually change over time, as in an archipelago.
Textures Created with the Latest 3D Modeler: Cinema 4D, and CG Assets Sharing Tools
Features a Challenging Difficulty, a Rich Quest System, and Various Game Modes
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Reactions and Quests are Recorded Through Mini Player Videos From Players’ Lives
Hundreds of Systems and Refined Mechanics Are Used Through the Game
Surprise Us with ADROID-Like Mobile Functions
Intricate Narrative by Playful Dream Keepers Takes Us Throughout the World

ENJOY!!!

Enjoy our products and all of the audio support on our official Soundcloud.

Following the success of “Dream Daddy”, the development team have developed a new story and created
their first large-scale fantasy RPG. After building a new story, they expanded the styling and the characters
of the product, making a unique product suitable for “genre fans” and “a digital painting-type” game style
players!

After reviewing the majority of games in its kind, and considering the market’s needs, the team realized that
a fantasy story was more appropriate than an atmosphere-like story, and implementing a golden key play,
sales of this product in the world are expected to exceed two figures.
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